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Expo Board Presents $250,000 Check
to Minnesota Horse Council
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Minnesota Horse Council
 Promote and/or support equine
educational activities
 Improve communication in all
horse related activities with the
general public
 Gather information of value to
equine related activities
 Distribute gathered information
as appropriate
 Provide expertise, consult
and advise
 Establish, develop and enhance
equine trails and other infrastructure and encourage their
prudent use
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On September 26, the Minnesota Horse
Exposition Inc. presented a check to the
Minnesota Horse Council representing the profits from the 2013 Minnesota Horse Expo.
Minnesota Horse Council President Darrell
Mead is receiving the check in the amount of
$250,000 from Expo President Glen Eaton.
Since Horse Expo 1992, the Minnesota Horse
Exposition has presented the Minnesota Horse
Council over $3,600,000. All of these funds
have gone into the equine industry in one way or
another. The Expo Board of Directors and staff
meet once a month to put the Expo together. At

www.minnesotahorsemensdirectory.com

www.mnhorsecouncil.org

the event, over 200 volunteers add their efforts.
The Minnesota Horse Expo is one of the largest
Horse Council sponsored expos in the country.
I think that speaks well for the equine industry
of Minnesota. I want to thank all the Minnesota
Horse Expo directors, staff, volunteers and MN
State Fair staff for putting this together.
See you on April 25, 26 and 27 at the 2014
Minnesota Horse Expo.
Glen G. Eaton President
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MINNESOTA HORSE COUNCIL
DIRECT FUNDING
Hillside HOPE Thru Hooves
received Direct Funding from the
MHC for the purchase of pole bending jump bases, PVC pipes to fit the
jump bases, jump blocks, Mega Ball
with cover, water pool noodles, wind
toy, balls, and hula hoops. The photos show a variety of uses for the
tools that the MHC provided. Hillside HOPE Thru Hooves is
extremely grateful to the MHC for providing the Direct Funding
to purchase new tools and replenish some items that needed to be
replaced. The funds provided help us to continue providing our
services to those in need as well as helping us to educate the
equine and larger community regarding the powerful effect and
relationship horses have with humans.
Hillside HOPE Thru Hooves provides alternative psychotherapy
and learning to youth and families dealing with the effects of
mental and behavioral health issues such as anxiety, depression,
abuse, addictions, self harm, bullying, communication, family
problems and much more.
We also provide learning opportunities to groups in the area of
team building, communication and other such topics. Since
opening our doors in 2007, we have grown from providing services to just a few clients, to serving 267 clients in 2012. In 2013,
we have thus far provided services to school groups, equine
clubs, church groups, businesses and many individuals and families on a weekly basis. Some are referred by the county and
other therapists and others contact us on their own.
EAP (Equine Assisted Psychotherapy) is a powerful and experiential method of therapy that helps participants reduce symptoms
of depression and anxiety; develop better relationships; learn to
manage emotions, resolve trauma, grief and loss; and build selfconfidence and social skills. EAL (Equine Assisted Learning) is
used to develop team building and communication skills, build
leadership abilities, and better understand their personality styles.
The program is certified under the EAGALA (Equine Assisted
Growth and Learning Association www.eagala.org) following
the model of:
 Team-Based - made up of an equine professional and
licensed therapist.
Experience-Centered - where clients participate in activities
and challenges with the horse that require problem solving, creative thinking and other skills.
Solution-Oriented - clients learn about themselves, identify
issues and process their feelings, behaviors and patterns that
are brought up while working with the horses.
Ground-Focused - all activities are on the ground.
Terry Bateman, Executive Director
612-840-5366
www.hillsidehopethruhooves.com
www.minnesotahorsemensdirectory.com
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MINNESOTA HORSE COUNCIL
DIRECT FUNDING
DOUGLAS COUNTY HOOFBEATS
Thank you for the direct fund that sponsored our 4-H camp horse
show/clinic. Due to the weather (heavy rain) we weren’t able to
have the horse show we dreamed of. But for all the kids that
were able to attend, [they paid] attention to detail as the judge
broke everything down for us step by step. Every age group was
able to take away a tremendous amount of new skills to work on
over the summer.
We had approximately 25 kids that took part in this event--some
did both pleasure and games. Due to the weather, we were only
able to pull one age group at a time. Although we invited all the
counties from 1 hour away, we only got a few from neighboring
counties. We originally thought from all the phone calls, it would
be on a much larger scale. But we were pleased at the education
we received and lucky for us the judge provided her own sound
system that she carried with her so all could benefit from. This was
a wonderful educational tool. The judge asked a few to do demonstrations so everyone could get a visual for some of the information the kids weren’t understanding what she was looking for. We
thought she covered all the bases and we [were] very pleased.
Thanks again,
Paige Gabriebon
Hoofbeats 4-H President
Douglas County

Research Update: Horse Water Intake
Summarized by Shanna Privatsky, University of Minnesota
Many horse owners in northern climates feed a grain mash (i.e.
grain plus water) to horses in cold weather. It is thought that by
providing an additional source of water, potential dehydrationrelated colic could be avoided. Water intake varies according to
both outdoor temperatures and the temperature of water. Cold
weather has been reported to decrease water intake by 6 to 12%.
In addition, consumption of water decreases as total dry matter
intake in the diet decreases. It is unknown if the horse simply
drinks less liquid water in response to increased water present in
the mash. Thus, water intake in two different seasons in horses
fed a dry grain or a mash was compared by researchers at the
University of Wisconsin River Falls.
Ten mature horses were used and were housed in individual
stalls, in a heated barn for trial 1 (Winter), and an unheated barn
for trial 2 (Fall). Horses were divided into two groups, one
which received pelleted concentrate at 0.5% of their body
weight, and one which received the same pelleted feed with
water added at a rate of 0.25 gallons per pound of feed. Alfalfa
hay was offered at a maximum of 2% of their body weight,
divided into two equal feedings, morning and night. A total of
8.5 gallons of water was provided in two buckets at each feedwww.minnesotahorsemensdirectory.com

ing. Any water and feed
remaining was measured
prior to the next feeding.
Horses were on their respective treatments for four days and
then returned to their original pastures for at least two days
before switching treatments. The same study was then repeated
during the winter.
In the winter, horses on the mash diet had a tendency to consume
more water than the horses on the dry concentrate, but no difference was observed in the fall. Horses did consume significantly
less water in the winter compared to the fall. There was a significant interaction between treatment and season, with horses consuming dry grain in the winter drinking significantly less water
than mash-fed horses in the winter and fall. Therefore, feeding
mash to horses does appear to be helpful to increase their overall water intake. Horses consuming mash drank equal to or more
water than horses on the dry grain, in addition to the water they
consumed in their feed.
Reprinted with permission from the University of Minnesota Extension
Horse Newsletter, October 2013.
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Thank Yous to the Minnesota Horse Council
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For Horse’s Sake

Hay is for horses, if you can find it
By Lori Carlson, Prior Lake American, reprinted with permission
A large-scale hay shortage and skyrocketing prices have placed
the dream of owning a horse farther out of reach for many people throughout the Midwest.
The rising cost of hay also has left current horse owners, like
Charlie Hautman of Jordan, scrambling to find quality hay without breaking the bank. Hautman, who is also a horse trainer, has
spent hours on the phone this summer and fall, trying to secure
a good price on quality hay. “I had a guy I was buying from in
Mayer, but he’s having such a hard time this year that he can’t
promise anything,” Hautman says. “I’ve been calling people I’ve
never heard of before to figure out who I can trust.”
The economic recession that started in late 2007 pushed farmers
into growing corn and ethanol to make money, leaving fewer
plots of land to grow hay. Then, droughts and severe weather
came along and made the problem worse. The Midwest is experiencing the second year of a hay shortage, and experts say the
problem will only get worse.
“Droughts around the country over the last two or three years
have taken all the extra hay supply. There was absolutely no carryover this spring,” says Joe Palma, hay and feed supplier for
horse trainers at Canterbury Park in Shakopee. “And I don’t
believe there’s enough hay for next spring.”
Equine industry experts are urging horse owners to plan ahead,
revise their budgets, stock up for winter and learn how to use hay
more efficiently. But even horse owners on top of their game,
like Hautman, are struggling to secure a reliable and reasonably
priced supply. Hautman has called suppliers as far away as western North Dakota to find a good price, but he’s daunted by having to travel so far to inspect the hay before purchase.
“There is hay out there, but it’s hard to find, and it takes a lot of
phone calls, and it’s going to be expensive,” says Stacy Bettison,
a co-founder of the Minnesota Hay Bank, a program of the
Minnesota Horse Welfare Coalition. Bettison says horse owners
need to prepare for the reality that they might have to reduce
their herd size if they can’t afford to feed their horses. “They
need to take steps to manage their horses and make sure they
stay healthy. If they’re not taking care of their horses and being
responsible, then they walk that fine line of criminal neglect and
abuse,” she says. The coalition carefully watches all criminal
horse cruelty and neglect cases and encourages “vigorous prosecution” of people charged with horse abuse and neglect.
The Minnesota Hay Bank began helping horse owners in need in
December 2012 (coincidentally amidst one of the largest horse
abuse cases in Minnesota history, when 55 emaciated, dying and
injured horses were seized from a southern Minnesota farm).
Animal rescue groups have seen a sharp increase in the number
of abandoned and neglected horses. The Animal Humane
Society, which tracks abandonment and abuse cases, has seen a
400% increase in the number of horses involved in investigations since 2008. The hay bank works with reputable hay and
feed suppliers to secure hay and distribute it to qualifying horse
owners. Those who qualify typically have fallen on hard times,
www.minnesotahorsemensdirectory.com

whether from illness and increased
medical expenses
or the loss of a job,
Bettison
says.
“We’re a place of
temporary assistance to help those
horse owners get
through a difficult
time and keep
their horses fed and healthy,” she says. Struggling horse owners
who don’t qualify for the program still have options. The horse
welfare coalition and the University of Minnesota Extension’s
Horse Program educate owners about ways to stretch their hay
supply and make it last all season.
The extension service sends out a free monthly newsletter and
maintains a website and a Facebook page devoted to helping
horse owners budget and use hay efficiently. A class to help
horse owners plan for winter is scheduled for Nov. 19 in
Cologne (see www.extension.umn.edu/horse for more information). The service also has a list of hay suppliers and auctions, as
well as tips on buying quality hay.
Those considering growing their own hay face huge obstacles,
says Krishona Martinson, U of M equine extension specialist.
“Any time you grow a crop, there’s a significant start-up cost, for
seed, fertilizer, land rents, equipment,” Martinson says. “If
someone had a small field of hay and wanted to bale it themselves, it would cost them tens of thousands of dollars.” Some
people do grow their own hay in small amounts (about 5 to 20
acres), and Martinson encourages those growers to find a farmer
interested in a crop-sharing agreement. “The farmer has the
equipment and harvests the hay, and the landowner gets half
because it’s their hay,” she explains. But Martinson strongly suggests that horse owners focus on rebudgeting, planning and
learning to reduce hay harvesting and feeding losses. “This problem is going to be with us for awhile,” she says.
Palma, the Canterbury Park supplier, says: “The price isn’t going
to go down. [Owners] should make sure they’re supplied up to
the new crop next spring, not wait until March or April to buy,
because it will get very expensive.”
Quality
Not all hay is equal. Spring Lake Township resident Stefanie
Klein keeps a close eye on her hay supply, both in quantity and
quality, because “not all hay suppliers are on the up and up.”
Less-reputable suppliers could try to pass off ditch hay for more
expensive grasses, so Klein recommends learning about hay
quality and how to spot the good (and bad) stuff. Klein has a
good, local supplier, but like her friend Hautman, she has taken
a hit in the pocketbook trying to feed her six horses (plus three
additional ones on her property that are owned by others). “My
Hay is for horses, if you can get it--continued on page 10
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The Equine Spay
Erik Holtze, DVM, Former University of Minnesota Veterinary Student
Many horse owners are familiar with the idea of spaying dogs or
cats. The equine spay procedure, however, is quite different. The
uterus is left while one or both ovaries are removed. Horses may
need to have ovaries removed to prevent pregnancy, to control
genetic diseases, minimize health risks, to offset negative behaviors (i.e. moodiness or aggression during heat cycles), or for
ovarian disease (i.e. tumors or abscesses). This article will discuss the pros and cons of four different approaches.
Colpotomy. With this procedure, the ovaries are removed in the
standing mare through a vaginal incision. The mare is held off of
feed for 36 to 48 hours prior to the procedure and will likely be
pretreated with mineral oil to help prevent colic. The mare is
sedated and local anesthesia is used to numb the surgery area.
The ovary is removed using an instrument that crushes and then
cuts the vessels. The standing procedure minimizes the anesthetic risk and substantially lowers the cost. However, ovary removal is done
blindly. This can result in damage to the intestines or other structures. The vaginal incision is
generally not closed. This means bacteria can
enter the abdominal cavity and/or intestines can
slide out through the incision. The mare may need to stay in
cross ties for a few days to allow healing and prevent intestinal
herniation. Complications include hemorrhage since the vessels
are not ligated, peritonitis (infection of the abdominal cavity), or
vaginal abscesses. This procedure should not be used for
enlarged ovaries.
Flank ovariectomy. In this procedure, the veterinarian makes an
incision in the standing mare through one or both flanks to reach
and remove the ovaries. Prior to the flank incision approach, the
horse is held off of feed for 36 to 48 hours, and will be pre-treated with mineral oil to help prevent colic. Sedation and local
anesthesia is used to minimize any pain. Sometimes ovaries can
be reached through one incision but this may not be possible in
mares that have never been pregnant or in mares with small
flanks. The ovary removal is also performed blindly by crushing
and therefore holds risks of removing the incorrect structure.
Other complications include bleeding, problems with the incision, and peritonitis. Mares should be kept quiet for two weeks
while the flank incisions heal.
Ovariectomy by laparotomy. A mare’s ovaries can also be
removed in a method similar to that used in dogs and cats. The
mare is placed under general anesthesia and positioned on her
back. Incisions are made on either side of her udder, just over
each ovary. The mare is held off feed for at least 12 hours prior
to the procedure and will likely be pretreated with mineral oil to
help prevent colic. This procedure enables the surgeon to see the
ovary and ligate the vessels going to it, but does have added
costs. Complications with this procedure include hemorrhage,
peritonitis, incisional infections, incisional hernias and trauma
during recovery. This approach is useful when a very large or
very vascular ovarian tumor or abscess is identified.

Laparoscopic ovariectomy. Sometimes called keyhole or minimally invasive surgery, laparoscopic surgery is used to remove
ovaries in either the standing or anesthetized mare. The laparoscope includes a camera inserted through a small hole that
allows the surgeon to see inside the abdomen. Special instruments are used to seal the vessels going to the ovary and to cut
the ovary free. The ovaries are then removed via a flank or vaginal incision. Larger ovaries can be divided to allow removal
through small incisions. This procedure minimizes the risk of
hemorrhage and accidental damage to other structures. In most
mares, the surgery is done standing, meaning no general anesthesia is necessary. Specialized equipment and training is necessary.
This procedure is generally more expensive than colpotomies
and flank ovariectomies but less expensive than laparotomies.
Colic is still a risk. Mares are held off feed for 24 hours and pretreated with mineral oil to help prevent colic.
Which procedure should a mare owner choose?
If cost is a minimal concern, laparoscopic
ovariectomy is considered the safest procedure.
If that procedure is not available, it will be important to discuss the pros and cons of the available
options with your veterinarian, taking into account the size of the
ovary, whether or not the mare has had previous pregnancies, the
mare’s predisposition and willingness to stand for the procedure,
budget and the level of risk the owner is willing to tolerate.
Reprinted with permission from the University of Minnesota Extension
Horse Newsletter, October 2013.

There's an app for that!
Two mobile apps for use with iPhone and iPads have been
developed for the horse industry by a group of University of
Minnesota faculty.
The first app, "Hay Price Calculator" was developed to help
horse owners buy hay the smart way. The app converts price
per bale to price per ton. Hay buyers enter the bale weight and
price, and price per ton can be calculated for small squarebales, large square-bales and round-bales, allowing the buyer
to compare and choose the most economical hay type. The Hay
Price Calculator app retails for $0.99 and can be found at:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/hay-price-calc/
id650828103?ls=1&mt=8
The second app, "Healthy Horse" allows horse owners and professionals the ability to estimate the body weight of adult
Arabians, stock horses, saddle horses, ponies and miniature
horses by entering in the equine's height, body length, neck and
girth circumference. Ideal body weight and a body weight
score can also be calculated for Arabians, ponies and stock
horses from newly developed University research. The Healthy
Horse app retails for $1.99 and can be found at:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/healthy-horse/
id644334127?ls=1&mt=8
Android versions of both apps are expected out in December 2013.
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EQUINE ASSISTED SERVICES
Trina Joyce MHC Director
Hold Your Horses (HYH) is a non-profit organization founded in
2006 by Janet Weisberg. Their mission is to improve lives for
people with disabilities through individualized Equine Assisted
Therapy (EAT). Jane is a licensed occupational therapist and is
board certified in hippotherapy. A licensed physical therapist and
a licensed psychologist are also involved and they hope to add a
speech/language therapist. Physicians recommend and refer
clients to the program. HYH hopes to have a research collaboration with Children's Hospital in 2014.
HYH uses a Morgan name Whisper, a Fjord/Haflinger named
Lily, a Quarter Horse named Jack, a Pinto named Ghost and a
POA named Yosi. They were given a Fjord named Sport by Kathy
Johnson and wrote a grant for training so they can add her to the
program. The PT and OT (EAT) sessions are mostly on the horse
(using its movements and gait as a tool) and the sessions are individual. The Equine Facilitated Psychotherapy clients work mostly on the ground and occasionally include group sessions.
HYH recently had their second annual open house/fund raiser
"Hey There!" The activities included a petting zoo, face painting, craft table, hay wagon rides and meeting the horses. For Lily
Plop Bingo, the outdoor arena was marked into sections and you
would bet on a section. Wherever Lily pooped, the winner was
whoever bet on that section! Cowboy entertainer Pop Wagner
also performed. He played guitar, fiddle and a shingo (a one-ofa-kind four-stringed instrument made of cedar shingles and part
of a broken chair for the neck). He also did lariat tricks, a big hit
with the kids especially when he used them as victims. HYH
raised just under $15,000!

breathing machine (vent) and a
feeding tube. Now, at 4 years
old, she has a breathing tube
and is cancer free!
In 9 weeks of hippotherapy,
she's doing things that she
couldn't do before. She had specific goals in hippotherapy and
she can stand on her own for 24
seconds, get up off the floor,
has improved coordination and
balance, and has lots more
motivation. She uses a walker and leg braces now. She loves
"her" horse (Yosi), gives treats, and is happy and excited to do
her therapy horseback. Her gains weren't all due to riding, but
those are the types of things that riding can help improve, and
what a fun way to do therapy!
For a list of riding program for those with disabilities, see the
MHC website, www.mnhorsecouncil.org.

At the fundraiser, one family told their story. Their daughter
Anikah developed a brain tumor at 18 months. She had surgery
and had to go to Texas for two months for radiation. A side effect
of the radiation was brain swelling. She lost her balance and
coordination, had difficulty swallowing and had a left facial
droop. She was in a hyperbaric chamber for a while, then had a

www.minnesotahorsemensdirectory.com
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Winterizing Your Horse
By Laurie Frazer - reprinted from the September 2003 For Horse’s Sake
Horses are well suited to dealing with winter weather conditions.
Left to their own devices in a natural state, horses will find adequate shelter, generate warmth by herding together, forage for
appropriate food, and seek out open water to drink. Within the
confines of domestication, however, horses become wholly
dependent upon their owners to supply these and other necessities.
Horses require a safe shelter from severe weather. With winter’s
shorter days and potentially nasty climactic conditions, your
horse will be spending proportionately more time inside. Now is
the time to do a thorough barn cleaning and to inspect and make
any necessary repairs to your horse’s living environment. Strip
and bed stalls, seal off sources of freezing drafts, and check carefully for loose nails or boards which may need replacing. Sweep
up piles of old hay and bits of grain from feed storage areas,
making certain the grain supply is securely inaccessible to your
animal, even in the event of his escape from his own enclosure.
Clean cobwebs out of their hiding places. Properly store barn
tools and implements away from equine traffic.
Outside, check fences and fence posts, and repair or replace as
necessary. In areas with potentially heavy snowfall, build fences
of adequate height and visibility to counteract the effects of deep
snow. Horses have been known to walk right over or become
entangled in low fences hidden under large snow drifts.

Contrary to popular
belief, horses will not
generally derive adequate water from eating snow. Horses must
be able to access clean,
unfrozen water at least
twice daily in cold
weather.
Impaction
colic are frequent companions to a dry winter diet with inadequate water consumption to
properly digest and pass the meal. Some horses refuse to drink
sufficient water if the water is frigidly cold. Offering warmed
water will encourage horses to drink more generously. Insulated
buckets or bucket heaters (if used according to directions and not
left unattended while plugged in) can be helpful in icy conditions.
Metal buckets, however, are useless below freezing.
A routine practice in the control of parasitic infestations includes
administering a deworming agent with a boticide after the first
killing frost. Though effective deworming programs vary
according to geographic location and management practices, a
regular program should be established for your horse. Consult
with your veterinarian to help determine the schedule most
appropriate to your horse’s situation.

Horses can handle extreme cold, wind or precipitation quite
effectively. It is when these forces hit in any combination that
your animal will need access to shelter. This shelter may be manmade or natural, but must offer protection from the prevailing
winter winds and precipitation. Blanketing is not generally necessary for the average healthy horse. In fact, blanketing may
retard the horse’s natural ability to grow an adequate winter coat.
However, the use of a blanket may ease the stress of cold weather on ill or injured, aged, thin, or very young animals whose energies need to be directed to efforts other than generating warmth.

Regardless of the reduced activity, or perhaps inactivity, or the
season, horses’ hooves continue to grow and require proper trimming or shoeing at 6- to 8-week intervals throughout the winter.
Horses ridden over snowy or icy surfaces will require shoes
equipped with studs or caulks and anti-balling pads to provide a
safe measure of traction. Never shoe a horse in snowy conditions
without appropriate pads. Snow will compact inside the shoes
against the soles of the hooves and form large ice balls on which
the horse will not be able to walk solidly or safely.

Great care must be taken in converting your horse from a summer diet of primarily green grass to his winter fare of dried hay
and grain. Fresh grass is laxative, but grass hay tends to have the
opposite effect. Horses can experience fatal colic in the aftermath of an abrupt dietary change. Perhaps the safest way to
accommodate this necessary change in diet is to continue feeding small amounts of hay throughout the summer months to
allow your horse’s system to remain acclimated to dry feed. In
any event, make any changes in the amount or type of feed very
gradually over an extended period of time.

Horses can certainly be ridden in the winter and may well appreciate the diversion and activity. However, care should be taken
not to overexert the animal to the point of labored breathing
and/or excessive sweating. Irreparable damage to the lungs may
result from the rapid and deep inhalation of freezing air. Horses
can also catch nasty chills and come down ill if left wet after a
hard ride. Winter riders should always have several wool coolers
on hand to prevent chills in damp animals. It may be advisable
to partially clip horses who are ridden frequently during the winter to facilitate post-exercise cooling and drying. Any clipped
horse will require warm blanketing to compensate for the lack of
coat.

Do not forget to check your horse’s weight frequently throughout
the winter months. This can be most easily done by taking off your
gloves and running your hand down your horse’s side and spinal
column. If you can barely feel the outline of his ribs under slight
hand pressure and can feel no significant protrusion of his backbone, he’s maintaining adequate flesh. These frequent hands-on
inspections also afford the opportunity to check your animal for
injuries otherwise hidden from view by a long winter coat.
www.minnesotahorsemensdirectory.com

Caring for your horse during the coldest winter months may
indeed challenge your commitment to horse ownership. I have yet
to meet anyone who relishs the opportunity to chop ice out of
frozen water buckets or wheel manure through snowy drifts in
subzero weather. Remember, though, that these animals give of
themselves at our beck and call. We spend happy hours as uninvited passengers aboard these sturdy steeds. The caretaking our horses require is surely in keeping with the caretaking they provide.
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MEETING SCHEDULE

HORSE KNOWLEDGE QUIZ

www.mnhorsecouncil.org and
www.minnesotahorsemensdirectory.org

1. Provide the next line:
“For want of a nail the shoe was lost.”

MINNESOTA HORSE COUNCIL
BOARD MEETINGS

2. Name the riderless horse that took part in
John F. Kennedy’s funeral procession.

Leatherdale Equine Center Center  6:30 pm
1801 Dudley Ave  St, Paul
Located on the U of M St. Paul Campus

3. What was the name of the legendary winged horse?
4. Winning which three horse races constitutes the
Triple Crown?
5. Name the two different gaits used in harness racing.

Nov. 12, 2013
Dec. 10, 2013
Jan. 18, 2014 Annual Meeting
Feb. 11, 2014

6. Which horses traversed between St. Joseph, MO,
and Sacramento, CA?

March 11, 2014
April 8, 2014
May 13, 2014
June 10, 2014
July 8, 2014

Sept. 9, 2014
Oct. 14, 2014
Nov. 11, 2014
Dec. 9, 2014

MINNESOTA HORSE EXPO
BOARD MEETINGS

7. Name the horse of (a) Napoleon & (b) Wellington at
the Battle of Waterloo.
8. What is a walkover in horse racing?
9. Which horse did Upset upset at Saratoga in 1919?

Byerly’s Community Room  6:30 pm
3777 Park Center Blvd  St. Louis Park, MN
Nov. 26, 2013
Dec. 31, 2013
Jan. 28, 2014
Feb. 25, 2014
March 25, 2014

April 15, 2014
May 20, 2014
June 24, 2014
July 29,2014
Sept. 30, 2014

Oct. 28, 2014
Nov. 25, 2014
Dec. 30, 2014
Jan. 27, 2015
Feb. 24, 2015

Answers:

For Horse’s Sake

(1)
(4)
(6)
(8)

Editors: Linda Dahl and Missie Schwartz

“For want of a shoe the horse was lost.” (2) Black Jack (3) Pegasus
Kentucky Derby, Preakness, and Belmont Stakes (5) Trot and Pace
Horses of the Pony Express (7) (a) Marengo, (b) Copenhagen
Only one horse is entered (9) Man O’ War
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hay guy down the road went from $85 in July to $110 now for a fourby-six bale of mixed grasses,” Klein says.

Missie Schwartz
612-868-6041  bmschwartz@msn.com

To make the most of their hay, Klein and her husband have tried slow
feeders to keep the horses from eating too quickly and wasting hay.
“They get too fat if you leave them out to pasture too long,” she says.
“We’ll have them out for about four and a half hours, then bring them
into the barn a few hours, then back out.”
Klein, who is also a master gardener, carefully manages how much and
what type of foraging her horses do. She points out that different horses have different nutritional needs. “Pasture pets like mine don’t need
alfalfa — it’s too rich and causes colic,” she says. “But racing horses do
need more of the protein.”
‘Very worried’
Horse owners and equine experts agree that hay shortages and rapidly
rising costs aren’t going away anytime soon. “Farmers are turning to
corn and soybeans, to ‘big food,’ and I understand they have to make a
living,” Klein says. “But I’m very worried about the future and continuing shortages, unless there are incentives for farmers to grow hay.”
At the U of M’s September Nutrition Conference at Mystic Lake
Casino in Prior Lake, industry experts confirmed that while the price
of hay fluctuates in the winter when the supply goes down, prices
won’t be going down. “Expensive hay is the new normal,” Bettison
says. Adds Hautman: “Nobody wants to get into the place of putting
horses down because they can’t feed them.”
www.minnesotahorsemensdirectory.com
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The Minnesota Horsemen's Directory is a free resource provided
by the Minnesota Horse Council to help you find horse-related
information and services in and near Minnesota.
 Find a farrier, trail riding stable, boarding, lessons, tack stores, and
much more! Use the Events Calendar to find shows, clinics and other
horse-related activities. Use the new Jobs category to find a job or
skilled job seeker.
 Find what you're looking for by choosing a category, or search the
directory. Once you are in a category, browse the results alphabetically or by a sub-category or region.

PO Box 223  Plato, MN 55370
763-755-7729
mn.horsecouncil@comcast.net
www.MnHorseCouncil.org

COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Aisle of Breeds
Glen Eaton  952-922-8666  gleneaton@minnesotahorsecouncil.org

Annual Meeting
Dawn Moore  952-949-6659  dawnmoore@mnhorsecouncil.org

 Help make this site comprehensive and accurate. Submit a free listing of your Minnesota horse-related business or organization. Once
listed, you can edit your listing as often as you wish.

Budget

 Whether you are looking to hire or looking for an equine-related job
in or near Minnesota, submit a Help Wanted or Seeking a Job ad here.

Sue McDonough  651-699-8117  suemcdonough@mnhorsecouncil.org

www.minnesotahorsemensdirectory.com

Mark Ward  651-436-6557  markward@mnhorsecouncil.org

Certified Stables
Communications
Missie Schwartz  612-868-6041  missieschwartz@mnhorsecouncil.org

Direct Funding
Mark Ward  651-436-6557  markward@mnhorsecouncil.org

MEMBERSHIP
APPLICATION

Disaster Response
Marian Robinson  763-588-0297  marianrobinson@mnhorsecouncil.org
David Fleishhaker  651-450-6710  davidfleishhaker@mnhorsecouncil.org

Expo
Glen Eaton  952-922-8666  gleneaton@mnhorsecouncil.org

www.mnhorsecouncil.org








Individual - $15
Family - $20
Organization - $25
Corporation - $25
Certified Stable: First Year - $35
Certified Stable: Renewal - $25

Expo Budget Review
Darrell Mead  763-420-3697  darrellmead@mnhorsecouncil.org

Grants
Tim Bonham  612-721-1007  timbonham@mnhorsecouncil.org

Horseperson of the Year
Dawn Moore  952-949-6659  dawnmoore@mnhorsecouncil.org

Inventory/Storage
Glen Eaton  952-922-8666  gleneaton@mnhorsecouncil.org

Name

Legislative

Farm/Business Name

Tracy Turner  651-351-7206  tracyturner@mnhorsecouncil.org
Thomas Tweeten  952-226-4190  thomastweeten@mnhorsecouncil.org

Address

Minnesota Horsemen’s Directory
Mark Ward  651-436-6557  markward@mnhorsecouncil.org

City/State/Zip

Nominations

Phone

Darrell Mead  763-420-3697  darrellmead@mnhorsecouncil.org

Alt. Phone

Pioneer Award

E-mail

Promotions

Dawn Moore  952-949-6659  dawnmoore@mnhorsecouncil.org

Website

Jennifer Willey  612-669-7564  jenniferwilley@mnhorsecouncil.org

Brief description of your stable/business/involvement with horses:

Trina Joyce  612-729-7798  trinajoyce@mnhorsecouncil.org

Scholarships
Show Facilities
Thomas Tweeten  952-226-4190  thomastweeten@mnhorsecouncil.org

Would you like to volunteer with MHC? If so, please list any
interest you have:

State Horse Council
Glen Eaton  952-922-8666  gleneaton@mnhorsecouncil.org

Temporary Emergency Equine Feed Assistance (TEEFA)
I’d like to receive the MN Horse Council newsletter, “For Horse’s
Sake” by:
 E-mail - color (saves on postage and paper)

www.minnesotahorsemensdirectory.com

Darrell Mead  763-420-3697  darrellmead@mnhorsecouncil.org
Tracy Turner  651-351-7206  tracyturner@mnhorsecouncil.org

Please complete this form and send with your check to:

PO Box 223  Plato, MN 55370

Trail Blazers
Horse Welfare

 United States Postal Service - B&W

Minnesota Horse Council

Charlyn Cadwell  763-479-3240  charlyncadwell@mnhorsecouncil.org

Website
Mark Ward  651-436-6557  markward@mnhorsecouncil.org

Administrative Assistant

Andrea Dubay  763-755-7729  mn.horsecouncil@comcast.net

www.mnhorsecouncil.org

www.mnhorseexpo.org
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